
                                                                                             

 
WATCH THE WORLD’S LARGEST SUSTAINABLE FASHION 

COMPETITION NOW 
 

Award-winning documentary Frontline Fashion puts sustainable style centre-stage, 
as model Cara G. McIlroy hosts, and the series goes online. 

 
Watch the Frontline Fashion trailer here,  

or find the full season on the Redress YouTube Channel. 
 
[Hong Kong, 28 January 2019] Award-winning documentary “Frontline Fashion” returns with a            
fresh outlook for a highly anticipated third season, continuing to shine a spotlight on the               
competitive creative quest to clean up one of the world’s most polluting industries.  
 
Frontline Fashion follows the journey of emerging fashion designers as they compete in the              
world’s largest sustainable fashion competition – The Redress Design Award, organised by            
NGO Redress. This season, modelling sensation Cara G. McIlroy joins as host, following her              
successful stint on Asia’s Next Top Model. "I’m thrilled to be presenting Frontline Fashion. As a                
passionate environmentalist, it's been great learning more about sustainable fashion, and           
meeting talented designers from around the world,” said McIlroy.  
 
Frontline Fashion 3 is the most global season to date, following the 11 Redress Design Award                
finalists from countries including India, Australia, and China (Hong Kong). Over five ten minute              
episodes, we meet the designers and learn what goes into their collections, discover the winner               
and her subsequent commercial collection—which is bought by Asia’s leading luxury store            
—and explore some of the effective ways designers can help large-scale manufacturers cut             
down on waste.  
 
“The rapid expansion of Frontline Fashion year-on-year demonstrates the widespread appetite           
for change,” said Redress Founder Christina Dean. “Progress is good but the need for fashion               
to face up to its environmental impacts has never been greater. If the industry carries on as-is,                 
carbon emissions from textile production will rise more than 60% by 2030. By repositioning              
sustainability through viable entertainment, the repurposing of textiles becomes an inspiring,           
creative, and entertaining journey.”  
 
Hong Kong-based production company Mustard also aims to strengthen the Frontline Fashion’s            
reach by repurposing it into a five-part digital mini-series that drops on Redress’ YouTube              
Channel through January and February 2019, a departure from season 1 and 2 which were               
presented as an hour-long format distributed globally on broadcast TV, inflight entertainment,            
and iTunes. 
 
“We believe that taking the show online will mean reaching a younger audience who have the                
most consumer power to create future change in the fashion industry,” said Lindsay Robertson              
of Mustard, the production company behind the show. In the past five years, almost half of the                 
screen time in the 18- to 24-year-old age group has moved online.   1

 
The Redress Design Award 2019 is now open and accepting entries from emerging fashion 
designers across the world. The finalists of this cycle will feature in Frontline Fashion 4. 
 

- ENDS - 
 
 

1 Statista Market study, 2017  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B009TiddCfw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1Jc1jrlAyj7JKrKcDNmVEA


                                                                                             
 
 
 
For more information, please contact: 
Danie Liu 
danie@redress.com.hk 
+852 2861 0360 
 
High resolution images available for download here:  
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2ng6y88fgsui4do/AAAT1lTJFX6c97a9NL0E_-MCa?dl=0 
 
View the full media kit for the Redress Design Award here: 
https://www.redressdesignaward.com/2019/media-kit  
 
About Frontline Fashion  
Frontline Fashion is an award-winning show documentary co-created by Redress and Mustard            
to inspire consumers about sustainable fashion that is now in its third season. Season one and                
two were broadcast globally, including regionally on Lifetime®, and can both now be watched on               
iTunes, alongside versions in multiple languages including Chinese French and Spanish.           
Frontline Fashion 2 won two categories at the 2018 Asian Academy Creative Awards: Best              
Lifestyle Programme: Hong Kong, and Best Documentary Programme (One-off/Special): Hong          
Kong. For more about the Frontline Fashion series and the Redress Design Award, go to               
https://www.redress.com.hk/frontlinefashion  
 
About Mustard  
Mustard is an award-winning production company based in Hong Kong with a strong focus on               
original and branded content. Founded by Executive Producer Lindsay Robertson and Creative            
Director Simon Yin, who collectively have over 30 years of content expertise between them,              
spanning Asia and the US. Mustard creates long and short form entertainment for broadcast              
and online distribution, with their shows airing on Discovery Channel, History Channel, Lifetime             
and KIX. ‘The History Hustle’, co-created by Mustard and A+E Networks Asia, won ‘Best              
General Entertainment Programme’ at the 2016 Asian Television Awards. 
www.mustardcollective.com 
 
About Redress  
Redress, organisers of The Redress Design Award, is a pioneering Hong Kong based NGO              
working to reduce textile waste in the fashion industry. This is achieved through a variety of                
dynamic programmes that work to minimise the negative impacts of fashion, while promoting             
innovative new models and driving growth towards a more sustainable industry via the circular              
economy. Working directly with a wide range of stakeholders, including designers,           
manufacturers, brands, educational bodies, government and consumers, Redress aims to          
create lasting environmental change in fashion.  
www.redress.com.hk 
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